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How to Use BlackBoard AI Design
Assistant to Create Module Images

1 If you have a module you would like to add an image to, select the elipses (...) on
the right side of the module.

https://humber.ca/innovativelearning/
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2 Click "Edit".

3 A pop-up window will appear on your right. Scroll down and click "Add image".

Using Unsplash for Image Generation
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4 From the drop-down menu under 'Image Source', you may select 'Stock images
from Unsplash'.
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5 Based on the title and description of the module, the 'Search' bar will already be
populated with AI generated text.

If you choose, you can insert your own text in the 'Search' bar to find royalty-free
images from Unsplash.

6 Select the image you would like to use as the Module Image and click "Next".
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7 You can select what is included in the image by moving the box found on the
image, or increasing/decreasing the zoom of the image with the slider.

8 When you are happy with your selections, click "Save", and this will become the
image for your module!
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Using AI Generated Images

9 From the drop-down menu below 'Image Source', click "Generate images" to
create AI Generated Images.

Tip!

The AI Design Assistant will use the title of the course and the description to
generate images automatically, without any additional input.
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10 If you would like to have a specific AI Generated Image, you can type in key words
into the 'Describe an image' search bar and click 'Generate'.

11 Click on the image you would like to use as your module image and click "Next".
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12 You can change the view of the image by zooming in or out, and by moving the
box on top of the image.

13 When you have made your edits to the image, click "Save" to save this image as
your Module Image.
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14 Click "Save" before exiting out of the Module Editor.

Alert!

The AI Design Assistant has been unsuccessful at creating culturally appropriate
images. Please be culturally sensitive when including images of different cultures
and groups that are AI Generated.

15 Congratulations! You have successfully used the AI Design Assistant Image
Generation feature!


